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STRATUS
Context
The Alpine touring business is booming. The sale of backcountry gear (skis, boots, bindings and
skins) grew 6.1 percent in 2018 following an especially strong comp year by those same product
categories: 9.1 percent in 2017 according to SSI Data (Smith, 2019). Surprisingly, alpine tourers and
splitboarders only compose 4.6% of the skiers and snowboarders in the United States (Smith, 2019).
Strong market space growth and a large demographic of individuals who are primary target users for this
sport, combined with ever-rising cost of resort ski lift passes has helped ski touring to become more and
more popular. Skiers and snowboarders are shunning resorts and venturing into the mountains themselves
(Hudson, 2017).
Ski touring is a category of skiing which takes place in unpatrolled areas outside the boundaries
of ski resorts. Instead of using ski lifts or other means of transportation such as a snowmobile or ski CAT
to ascend mountains, ski touring requires self-propulsion to go uphill. A piece of synthetic or mohair
fabric with directional hairs on one side called a ‘skin’ is adhered to the base of the skis to prevent them
from sliding backwards down a slope. The directional hairs on the skins allow the user to slide the ski
forward with little resistance, then stick to the snow when a downwards and backwards force is applied to
them - this allows the user to climb up slopes while the skis are still attached to their boots. Depending
on the terrain, the use of ski crampons may also be used to grab and grip in icy conditions. After reaching
the top of a slope, the skier removes the skins from the skis, places their ski boots in ‘descend’ mode
stiffening the boots, allowing them to ski normally down the mountain. Ski touring is a way to explore
off-the-beaten-path locations away from crowds, rewarding the user with excellent views, untouched
powder, and an excellent work-out. Ski touring trips can range from a single short run in the morning, to
a full day activity, to a several day ski traverse, ski camping, or ski hut trip. Alpine touring requires the
user to have a high baseline of physical fitness, ski experience, and knowledge of avalanche and terrain
dangers in order to safely travel in unmaintained, remote areas. These dangers also require the user to
carry specific avalanche safety gear which requires the use of a backpack. Some of these items include:
• Avalanche Transceiver
• Avalanche Probe
• Avalanche Shovel
There are many other items that these users may choose to bring including but not limited to: water,
snacks, extra socks, extra layers, extra gloves, and a winter wilderness first aid kit.
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This sport requires significant physical exertion when the user is climbing a slope in a cold and
remote environment. The effort involved in climbing increases the body temperature and perspiration, and
ordinarily will require the user to do something referred to as layering or de-layering. This requires the
user to stop their ascent, remove their backpack, remove a layer of clothing or two, place these items in
their backpack, place their backpack on their back once more - then they are able to continue their ascent.
If the user is cold, they must do the same process but add layers instead. This is a time-consuming process
that must be repeated every time a user stops for a snack or reaches a resting point, the ambient
temperature changes, the wind speed changes, or any other circumstances arise that causes the user to
cool off or heat up significantly. Moreover, this process may not be realistic in certain situations
depending on the terrain, weather or other unforeseen factors. Without the standard layering process, it
becomes very easy for a user to overheat when exerting themselves, causing them to fall out of
thermodynamic balance and have excess moisture buildup within their clothing system. The opposite is
true if the user becomes very cold very quickly when temperatures drop, or windspeed increases freezing of layers may occur due to excess moisture buildup, making it more difficult to warm up and in
turn making the user more prone to hypothermia. A solution was needed to allow the user to more easily
thermoregulate in many different temperatures and exertion levels - this developed into a clear design
objective.
The design objective for this project is to create an upper body mid layer garment that is able to
adapt to different temperature and exertion levels. The goal of this garment is to create an “invisible
layer” that enables the user to alter the CLO-value of their upper body layering system without removing
any garments. This design objective will have been met if the user is able to thermoregulate effectively at
different exertion levels without removing any layers. To achieve this goal, the garment must be able to
increase or decrease its insulation value, breathe and regulate moisture effectively, and maintain the user’s
overall comfort. To achieve this goal, the design direction of the jacket will be to 1) create an innovative
baffle system that allows the user to increase or decrease the loft of 2 front baffle panels regulating the
thermal value of the jacket’s core. 2) Use adaptable ventilation to improve moisture management and
convective cooling within the garment. 3) Use specific self fabric to increase durability in areas that
interact with other elements like a backpack, gloves, and helmet while maintaining breathability. The
proposed baffle system is inspired by window blinds which transition a 3d object to a 2d object when
either side of the baffle is pulled in opposite directions. This allows the blinds to turn from opaque or
transparent allowing less, or more sunlight through the blinds.
To help achieve this goal and maintain a clear objective, a functional hierarchy has been created
in the hopes it will help direct the design process. The hierarchy is as follows:
1. Thermal Balance
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2. Moisture Management
3. Mobility
4. Lightweight
5. Ease of use
6. Durability
Users
The Primary user I will examine for this project will be intermediate to advanced level, hobbyist
Alpine touring skier or splitboarder. For the purpose of this project I will be classifying individuals who
ski tour and individuals who splitboard under the same category of “Alpine Touring”. The user group
will be aged 20-55. This age range is chosen due to the most recent skiing demographics in the United
States. The average age of a skier or snowboarder in the United States in 2017 was 39, and the age range
that was responsible for approximately 60% of all ski participation in 2017 were individuals aged 25-55.
Furthermore, the Millennial population aged 25-35 was responsible for the majority of participation at
19.8% (Belin et.al., 2017). The consumption of winter down apparel was also considered as this market
overlaps considerably with the active winter apparel market. The largest consumption group of down
jackets are individuals aged 18-30. In 2015, sales volume for this group reached 234.65 M Units and it
accounted for 37.13% of the market. This was followed by individuals aged 30-39 which accounted for
27.14% sales volume share (360 Research Reports, 2019). Combined, the 18-39 age range makes up 64%
of all down jackets purchased. This slightly younger age skew for down jacket consumption widened the
target user age range for this study, giving us the 20-55 age range. The primary user will not be a
beginner as the baseline skill level needed for alpine touring is relatively high. A basic understanding of
how to maneuver on skis or snowboard as well as specialty equipment is needed for the sport. These
requirements will significantly limit the number of beginners who will venture out into the backcountry.
The primary user for this garment is from Canada or the United States, well-to-do financially with an
income averaging $101,175/year, the majority of whom are making more than $100,000 (Threndyle,
2014; Belin et.al., 2017). The primary user will be physically fit, though the size range for the final
garment will be a standard mens size curve including XS-XL sizes. The target user will live or live near
mountainous regions in Western Canada or North-Western United States. This user will live in areas
where cold winters are common or cold mountainous conditions are within a close driving distance.
Calgary, Edmonton, Kelowna, Nelson, Seattle, Revelstoke, and Vancouver are all locations where this
target user would be found. This project will be focusing on male users, however a female variation
would be made before the garment went to market. The gender of the user will inform design changes in
fit, range of motion, thermoregulatory properties, and colour of the garment. This would have to be
researched before designing the women’s version of the garment. The mobility, durability requirements,
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breathability requirements, storage needs, repairability, and general aesthetics of the garment will remain
identical for both genders.
There are many secondary users that need to be addressed for this proposal as apparel has become
more universally used. It is becoming commonplace to wear specialty backcountry apparel in everyday
city situations. Gear reviewers are even stating this within their posts: “[The Arc'teryx Beta AR is a]…
great overall luxury jacket, especially for men who participate in many outdoor activities but also want
something that looks great for use around the town.” (Hardy, 2019). This broadens a potential niche
market of a variable-insulation mid layer to everyday users looking for extra warmth. Secondary users
would include any participants of cold weather activities which include energy output creating a need for
thermoregulation, everyday cold weather insulation for casual users, and users with the need for variable
insulation due to artificial environmental changes (e.g., walking in and out of buildings or to and from
public transportation). Age range for this garment would only be limited by the sizing availability or style
and function preferences of different individuals or generations. Education and income would be
important for the secondary users as the inevitable higher price tag of an innovative technical garment
would have to be justifiable for someone using the garment outside of its intended purpose.
Environmental Analysis
This garment will be used in cold winter climates in North-Western United States and Western
Canada. These regions have a significant amount of temperature and humidity variation. They range
from: 55-70% relative humidity and an average winter temperature of -7°C in areas such as Calgary and
western Alberta (Relative Humidity, 2017), to interior BC such as Revelstoke averaging 71% humidity
and an average winter temperature of -2°C (Climate Averages in Revelstoke, 2019), to 89% relative
humidity and an average winter temperature of -6°C in the Duffy Lake region of British Columbia
(Climate History for Duffey Lake, 2019). The natural environment that this garment will encounter will
vary substantially, including temperature fluctuations, humidity fluctuations, wind fluctuation,
precipitation, and solar radiation variations. This garment will be water resistant, not waterproof, and
therefore will not have to be designed to directly interact with rain or snow. However, there may be cases
where this garment is used for short periods of time in those conditions. Further, the use of a waterproof
shell over this garment and base layers under this garment will be used often, creating a microclimate for
the midlayer. These over and under garments may be slightly abrasive in nature and the mid layer will
need to be durable enough to withstand the friction from the garments rubbing together. There are other
interaction with this garment as well including, but not limited to: gloves, mittens, hats, backpacks, snow
pants, pants, and opening and closing of the baffles.
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Users will have several other interactions that are not fully dependent on weather or climate. The
user’s interaction with their clothing system provides initial comfort or discomfort in relation to the
external environment. This clothing system helps manage moisture, temperature, and self-confidence.
This clothing does not need to be specific to alpine touring, however there are several considerations
regarding functions and tasks that need to be accounted for as mentioned above. There is however a
systematic influence that clothing has on the wearer’s psychological processes which relates to the user’s
self-confidence. A piece of clothing that a person believes is specific to an activity will not only motivate
the person to follow through with its activity of purpose but will also change and increase the
performance of the user (Hajo, 2012). This interaction, though psychological can be significant if the
user lacks motivation or courage to try something new in the backcountry, or if they are becoming
frustrated with an ascent or approach to a descent. The use of a garment that is specifically designed for
the activity being pursued may increase the motivation and success of the user.
Market Investigation
The market for a versatile technical insulated garment is wide ranging and has the potential to
cross over multiple activities and user lifestyles. These markets are all expecting growth in the future and
have been steadily growing for many years. The North American snowsports market topped $4.5 billion
in 2014/2015, a 2% overall increase from 2013/2014. The defined snowsports market includes nonapparel items such as rentals, action cameras, and winter boots however there were specific indicators of
strong alpine touring specific markets under the ‘snowsports’ umbrella. Base-layer sales increased 6%,
alpine touring hard-good sales increased 9%, technical outerwear sales increased 9%, and most notably
alpine touring ski sales increased 30% and backcountry accessories grew 52% (PR Newswire, 2015;
Human Powered Snowsports Trends and Economic Impacts, 2017). In 2017, the global snow sports
apparel market was valued at $1.18 billion U.S. , $397.8 million U.S. of which was directly contributed
by the North American market. By 2022, this same market is estimated to be valued at $1.37 billion U.S.
worldwide - $546.3 million U.S. coming from North America alone (Transparency Market Research,
2018; WGR, 2018). This shows that the North American market share is estimated to increase from
33.7% to 39.9% of the worldwide snowsports apparel market by 2022. Further, the total global down
jacket market was valued at approximately $101.3 billion U.S. and was forecasted to reach a value of
$384.5 billion U.S. by 2025 (MarketersMEDIA, 2018). In the US alone, the down jacket market is
expected to grow 18.7% over the next five years reaching $283 million U.S. in 2024, from $101 million
U.S. in 2019 (360 Research Reports, 2019). Interestingly, in North America, the number of women
buying outdoor clothing is more than men due to a favourable outdoor activities culture which is
increasing the participation of women in outdoor activities along with men. The men’s outdoor clothing
market segment is growing at a faster rate than the women’s segment with this trend expected to continue
(TMR, 2018). Conversely, the men’s down jackets segment held the larger market share and the women’s
5 of 27
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down jackets segment is expected to be the fastest growing market segment during the forecast period
(Down Jacket Market, 2017).
The global technical clothing market consists of global players as well as large number of
medium and small players. VF Corporation’s outdoor clothing brand “The North Face” holds a
significant market share in this market (Outdoor Clothing Market, 2018). Other very notable brands that
exist within this space are: Columbia Sportswear Company, Nike Inc., Patagonia, Adidas, MEC,
Arc’teryx, Mammut, Rab, Dynafit, Fjallraven, Helly Hansen, Black Diamond, Salomon, Outdoor
Research, Mountain Hardwear, BlackYak, and Scarpa. There are many products on the market that claim
to be the 'perfect’ alpine touring mid layer or an insulated jacket for cold weather sports. However, there
are no options -which are not inflatable- which are currently available that attempt to actively change the
insulation value within a jacket so the need for layering is minimized, or that include adaptable ventilation
to improve moisture management and convective cooling within the garment. There are mid layers
tailored towards relatively specific activities, and they will carry out their purpose reasonably well. They
do not however address the problem which this project sets out to solve. In an effort to eliminate the need
to remove layers while active, a mid layer must have the ability to manipulate its thermal capacity and
dump excess heat effectively if needed. The lack of mechanical ventilation (ex: pit zips) and nonadjustable breathability and insulation gives this project’s garment a strong advantage.
A competitive product matrix has been created to show the market gap that this product will fill.
The midlayers shown above have been placed on a grid comparing moisture management to thermal
balance - the two most important elements displayed on this project’s functional hierarchy. The matrix is
as follows:

Figure 10: Competition Matrix
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This matrix shows the opportunity for innovation in the current market and the placement of the
product being created in this project. The garment being developed addresses the problem which this
project sets out to solve which is to eliminate the need to remove layers while active. The layer has the
ability to manipulate its thermal capacity and dump excess heat effectively if needed. Moreover, the
utilization of mechanical ventilation (e.g., pit zips) gives this project’s garment a strong advantage.
Costing
The target price for this garment will be $599. This is competitive with the current market
landscape and though higher priced than some products above, still remains very competitive with higher
end, premium brands such as Arcteryx, North Face, and BlackYak. This price was decided upon after
looking at the costing break down for the project and adding in labour - which is time consuming due to
the intricacy of the baffle system. A simple costing breakdown can be found in Appendix B.
Textiles and Production Methods
The face fabric of these types of jackets are consistently around the 10 denier mark with a DWR
coating. There are some jackets such as the Rab Microlight that are using Pertex Quantum as their face
fabric to help with water and wind resistance - its dense weave is also naturally down resistant. Some
jackets such as the Mountain Hardware Ghost Whisperer are using a highly specialized 7 denier by 10
denier ripstop nylon face fabric with a DWR coating. Some jackets like the Arc’teryx Cerium LT hoody
have specialized names for their face fabric (Arato 10) though this material is simply a 10 denier nylon
woven fabric with a DWR coating. The difficulty with the face fabric as well as the inner fabric is its need
to be both breathable, lightweight, and durable. In terms of importance, durability and breathability are
the two most important details with lightweight being close behind. The other important specification is
the thermal insulating value of the face fabric. If the insulating value of the fabric is too high, the
breathability of the garment will decrease and the user will not be able to thermoregulate properly.
Furthermore, the addition of a ripstop weave within the face fabric is a very functional choice for such a
lightweight material. Ripstop is the alternating yarns from small to large or a doubling of yarns in a
repetitive pattern to create a box pattern through the weave of the fabric. Ripstop will theoretically stop a
large tear from forming by stopping a potential tear with its large denier yarn ‘box’ or doubled crossweave. Ideally, this will stop tears from running through the fabric and allow the user to repair the smaller
tear easily when out in nature and continue their outing.
There are 2 self fabrics specifically chosen for this garment. The first is used on the majority of
the jacket. It is a 7 denier by 10 denier Nylon (100%) ripstop and weighs 24.0 g/m2. Its breathability was
measured at 0.313 cm3/cm2/s. This material has a durable water repellant coating which is FOA and
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PFOS free and will remain 80% effective after 20 washes. The second self material will be used in areas
that require a more durable fabric including the shoulders, cuffs, hem, and specific locations on the rear of
the back where a backpack rubs the most. This is a 15 denier, semi dull Nylon 6 (100%) ripstop fabric
and weighs 33g/m2. Its breathability was measured at 0.149 cm3/cm2/s. It has a PFC free durable water
repellency and uses round fibres with a false twist.
The insulation used for this garment will be 100g Primaloft Gold insulation (formerly Primaloft
One). There is also a wrist cuff gaiter that is comprised of 69% Nylon and 31% Black Lycra. It weighs
220 g/m2 and has a breathability measured at 14.53 cm3/cm2/s.
The baffles are constructed with two main materials. The majority of the structure is comprised
of a 15 denier Nylon 6,6 (100%) ripstop fabric with a weight of 35 g/m2. Its breathability was measured
at 36.26 m3/m2/s. The reinforcement for the baffles is comprised of a nylon mesh tricot, whose
breathability was measure at 500+ m3/m2/s.
Initial material research for this project included down insulation. There is potential for future
variations of this garment to include down, however for the current prototype a fully synthetic, Primaloft
gold insulated construction was chosen.
In the future, if down were to be chosen to be used in the garment it would be comprised of 850+
fill goose down insulation. There may also be synthetic insulation used in specific locations based on the
results of user testing and body mapping research. There is the option of using hydrophobic down over
standard down within the garment; however, there is no clear consensus on whether there are clear
benefits of hydrophobic treated down. There is however an interesting new technology from Cocona that
claims to reduces moisture buildup in the down during activity, extending its comfort range. It also
claims to dry 39% faster than standard down with no dangerous chemicals, loss of warmth or fill power. It
claims to have a CLO rating equal to similar fill power down, including the same hand and feel.
Moreover, they claim to have excellent loft, compression, and recovery qualities, though no specific
details were given in that regard (PR Newswire, 2016). If these claims are true, this down would be an
excellent addition to the garment being designed as it would extend the point of saturation of the
garment’s down insulation considerably.
There will be multiple construction methods being used for this garment. For the components of
the garment that are not within the baffle’s compression areas, a simple sewn through baffle will be used.
This speeds up the construction process and reduces cost. The only exception to this is on the shoulders,
hem, cuffs, and hood where synthetic insulation is used and no sew-through baffling is needed. The
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compressible baffle will be a variation of a box baffle with an attachment point above the hem. The
construction process and design for this area is a simple straight stitch. The reinforcement mesh used in
the baffle system is sewn into the baffle material and then the baffle is sewn directly to the front panel of
the jacket. The prototyping for the jacket took place at the Wilson School of Design, with additional
prototyping completed at MAXPORT INDUSTRIES in Hanoi, Vietnam.
Design Objectives
The design objective for this project is to create an upper body mid layer garment that is able to
adapt to different temperatures and exertion levels. The goal of this garment is to give the user an
“invisible layer” that enables the user to alter their layering system without removing any garments. This
design objective will have been met if the user is able to thermoregulate effectively at different exertion
levels without removing any garments. To achieve this goal, the garment must be able to increase or
decrease its insulation value, breathe and regulate moisture effectively, and maintain the user’s overall
comfort. To that end, the design direction of the jacket will be to create an innovative baffle system that
allows the user to increase or decrease the loft of the down baffle, to regulate the thermal value of the
jacket’s core. Moreover, the use of physical venting, cinches, and specific materials will work together
with the baffle system to create a unique, innovative user focused garment.
To help achieve this goal and maintain a clear objective, a functional hierarchy has been created
in the hopes it will help direct the design process.
1. Thermal Balance
2. Moisture Management
3. Mobility
4. Lightweight
5. Ease of use
6. Durability
This design objective is what sets this garment apart from the competition. There are countless
options for consumers when it comes to insulated midlayers and the research and development that
companies are investing in allows for the consistent release of newer and better options. The
differentiating factor however is the competition uses a functional hierarchy for their products which
places insulation, mobility, and weight in alternating orders at the top. This project replaces ‘insulation’
with 'thermal balance’ which requires the garment to react to the needs of the user rather than simply
insulate successfully. Placing moisture management in the lists top 3 is something that companies are not
making a priority unless the garment is designed for an extreme exertion sport such as a cross country
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skiing or running. The options for these sports, though breathable and designed to handle moisture, do not
have the insulation needed to keep an individual warm if they stop moving. This is because these jacket
use perforations and slit openings to increase airflow and manage moisture. These openings are unable to
close and retain heat if needed. Furthermore, these garment usually only have insulation around the core
of the body, using a synthetic fleece or wool knit to cover the arms, head, and underarms. Again, this
does not have enough insulation to keep the user warm if they stop their activity.
Design Concept Selection, Justification, and Ideation
Design conception for this garment revolved around the idea of an expanding and compressible
baffle system to regulate thermal resistance of the garment. Preliminary concepts and inspiration came
from 2 specific areas. Window blinds were the initial inspiration for the compression system as they
transition a 3d object to a 2d object when either side of the baffle is pulled in opposite directions. This
allows the blinds to turn from opaque or transparent allowing less, or more sunlight through the blinds.
Conceptually, this created ‘compression’ when the baffle was in the closed position and released the
compression when opened. The other area of inspiration came from Therm-a-rest NeoAir sleeping pads
and other similar sleeping pads that use baffle technology to increase their R-value. These sleeping pads
use air to puff up and increase their thermal resistance. The use of baffles create air pockets and reflect
infrared radiation back at the body creating a significantly warmer sleeping pad.
Initially, I wanted to use down insulation in a box baffle formation to create a standard loft,
similar to any down insulated midlayers on the market today. Then, with specific tabs placed on the front
panel of the jacket pull the baffles in opposite directions in order to create a compacting force,
compressing the down and reducing the insulation value of the garment. The compression of the down
would remove the air trapped in the baffles and would effectively remove the insulation of the baffle. The
only insulation remaining would be the natural thermal resistance of the self and lining material in
addition to the thermal resistance of the compacted down.
There were multiple initial concept prototypes that were developed in an attempt to create the
compression needed for the baffle system. Window blinds were the initial inspiration for the compression
system, and with the initial concept baffles being filled with duck down, a solution needed to be
developed to seal the ends of the baffles while maintaining the ability to compress the baffles. A solution
was developed that allowed for these parameters to be met, though the concept lacked production viability
as the intricacy of the design would be extremely difficult to upscale.
After the realization that the box baffle design was too intricate, a modified baffle was developed
in an attempt to simplify the design. This design allowed for the compression of the baffles and easy
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sealing of the end of the baffles, sealing in the duck down. I also developed a method of construction that
used only Bemis adhesion throughout the entirety of the baffle design, removing the need for any sewing.
Moreover, the entire baffle system could be constructed with only 2 pieces of material: The lining would
be adhered in a way that would form the baffles while also creating a clean inner face, and the self
material would be adhered to the top using Bemis. The entire system could be hot and cold pressed as a
single piece, reducing labour time and simplifying the sequence of construction. Several iterations of this
design were developed in an attempt to create enough compression within the baffles, eliminate the
stacking of the baffles once compressed, and maintain even insulation throughout the garment when the
baffles were fully lofted. It became evident that the duck down had significantly more lofting energy than
initially predicted, causing the prototype to deform when compression was introduced to the baffles. In
short, it became clear that it would not be possible to compress the down within the front baffles of the
jacket with the current design without the deformation of the jacket elsewhere, which removed the
compression of the down entirely and causing the garment to fit improperly. The jacket was not rigid or
heavy enough to maintain shape and compress the baffles at the same time.
The next design was developed in an attempt to remove insulating materials from the interior of
the baffles, utilizing a user-controlled air gap to maintain thermal resistance. This design direction was
taken in an attempt to negate the deforming effects that duck down had of the jacket when the baffles
were compressed. A mesh-reinforced collapsible box baffle was developed with Primaloft insulation on
the exterior of the baffle, and a lightweight, breathable woven nylon as the lining. This design allowed
for the easy compression of the baffles, causing the quick elimination of the insulating air gap within the
garment. The baffles did not need to the sealed on the ends as there was no insulation to keep inside, and
the horizontal supported baffling reduced the chimney and bellows effect within the garment that would
normally be present with an air gap. The chimney effect is a function of the air permeability of the fabric,
the spatial design of the garment, and the size and location of openings such as collars, cuffs, and the
hem. This effect is an example of natural air convection through the fabric or apertures, ridding the
garment of warm pockets of air, and replacing them with cold air. Similarly, the bellows effect is forced
air convection caused by the body movement, or the compression caused by wind on the outer surface.
The bellows effect changes the volume of air inside the garment, forcing warm air out through the fabric
and apertures (McCann, J., & Bryson, D, 2015). An impermeable fabric worn over an insulating layer can
show an 18% loss in insulation at a wind speed of 48km/h due to the bellows effect (McCann, J., &
Bryson, D, 2015). Due to the horizontal placement of the baffles, and the mesh reinforced baffle design,
both the chimney and baffle effect can be reduced in my garment. This baffle design was found to be
successful at lofting and de-lofting whenever needed, did not deform the garment when in a “compressed”
or lofted state and increased the thermal resistance of the front panel when the baffle was lofted.
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Once the baffle design was completed, the remainder of the jacket needed to be thought through.
There are specifics to the garment that are vital to its performance and are necessary in order to
successfully respect the function hierarchy described above of thermal balance, moisture management,
mobility, lightweight, and ease of use. Many of these items are not related to the baffle design. First,
thermal balance from the baffles is aided by the elastic cinch cords at the hem and the hood. These cords
stop air from flowing freely in and out of the garment and allow the user to customize the fit. These
features are shown in Figure 11 and 12 below.

Figure 11: Hood Cinch

Figure 12: Hem Cinch

The second important feature of the garment is the wrist gators. These are made of a nylon and
elastane knit material with low water absorption characteristics and a soft hand feel. The user can use
them as a standard cuff, sealing the garment around the wrist and preventing the movement of air in and
out. The user can also use the cuff with the thumb inserted into the thumb loops (as seem in Figure 13, 14
and 15 below). The use of the thumb loops keeps the sleeves pulled down on the arms and makes it much
easier to dawn gloves and mittens, as the sleeve does not get pushed up the arm. Furthermore, the cuff
significantly reduces the possibility of debris entering the sleeve, even if for example, the user falls with
outstretched arms into deep snow.

Figure 13: Cuff - palm down

Figure 15: Cuff - with ski pole.
Figure 14: Cuff - palm up
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The third and perhaps most important feature next to the baffles which I have included on this
garment are the armpit zippers (pit zips) with zipper guards. Pit zips are a crucial part of this garment’s
ability to manage moisture and thermal regulation. The baffle system described above is excellent at
changing the thermal resistance of the jacket and increase the user’s temperature, however it does not
allow the user to cool off quickly if they are exerting themselves considerably. Pit zips allow the user to
successfully rid themselves of excess heat if needed, increasing the air circulation of the garment and
reducing the buildup of humidity and moisture in the jacket. The loosening of the hood and hem tension
in conjunction with opening the pit zips will allow the user to reduce the thermal insulative value of the
jacket significantly enabling them to keep the garment on, even during high thermal exertion.
Furthermore, the use of zipper guards behind the zipper reduces the opportunity for wind or cold air from
the outside to seep through the zipper when high thermal insulation is wanted by the user. A zipper guard
behind the front zipper is also used to the same end. Figure 16 and 17 below show the pit zips on the
prototype jacket.

Figure 16: Pit zip opening

Figure 17: Pit zip - zipper guards fully open

There are many other smaller features that are significant to the overall design, but are not
directly related to the design objective of the garment. There are four standout feature that will be
explained in detail here, others can be viewed within the garment’s Technical Specifications Pack and
Face-Card available in Appendix A. The four standout features are as follows. First, there was special care
and research done in an effort to increase the durability of the jacket to the wear caused by a backpack.
Since backpacks are used in the majority of alpine touring situations, normal wear and tear is inevitable.
Basic backpack-wear mapping was conducted to see where a skiing backpack rubs the most. Those areas
were then transferred to a pattern and different materials were used in those locations. Figure 19 below
show the contrast colours on the back of the garment and Figure 20 shows the contrasting colours on the
front of the garment.
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Figure 20: Front of Garment

The locations where the black material is used with the exception of the hood, cuffs, and nylon chest
straps are high rub points for backpacks in both Figure 19 and Figure 20. The material chosen for these
areas is almost twice as durable and only slightly less breathable than the rest of the garment. The cuffs
use the black material as there is more wear caused by the interaction with gloves and the hood used the
black material as there is high interaction with helmets, hats, and the top of backpacks.
The second design detail is the fit of the hood. The hood was specifically designed to fit around a
beanie style tuque and has the ability to cinch if necessary. Helmets are not normally used in the ascents
while alpine touring and the descents are rarely combined with the use of a helmet and hood. The size
chosen for the hood allows the user to pull the tight around a head without a hat, though has enough ease
to accommodate a well-insulated one.
The third design detail is the stitching choices used all around the jacket. Similar to the first
design detail, sew-though stitching was only used in areas where there is not significant interaction with
outside factors. To this end, it was decided to not use any sew-through stitching in any of the locations
where the black, more durable material was used.
The fourth and final design detail is the use of a 2-way zipper on the front of the garment. This
allows the user to use a ski mountaineering harness if they desire without the front of their jacket
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bunching and riding up. The user can unzip the bottom of the zipper the needed amount and stick their
harness through the opening.
Test Plan Overview
There will be multiple tests that will need to be carried out in order to verify that the garment will
meet the design objectives. First, a material breathability test will be carried out in a comparison between
a standard down insulating layer and the development prototype. Kwantlen Polytechnic University
(KPU) has a standardized machine to test the air permeability of a fabric which will be used in this test.
Second, a thermal resistance test will be carried out to compare the development prototype in both the
lofted and compressed positions to compare the thermal resistance value of the baffle design. A sweating
hot plate is available at the headquarters of Mustang Survival in Burnaby, BC. They have been gracious
enough to facilitate a thermal resistance test for me on December 4, 2019. Finally, there will be a user
test to find the perceived vs actual temperature and comfort levels of the lofted versus compressed baffles.
This test will take place at KPU with the help of two thermocouple sensors and a temperature meter
borrowed from Mustang Survival.
The hypothesis for the user test will be: The compression of the down baffles will not influence
the thermal insulation of the prototype jacket. This test will consist on one garment with 2 distinct levels
of compressions for the front and rear down filled baffles. The compression points are as follows: 1) fully
compressed 2) no compression. The participant will be given a thin cotton t-shirt to wear under the
garment so the influence of the base layer is consistent for all users. Temperature sensors will be placed
on specific locations - the same location for all users. Before the test begins, the user will be asked to sit
still for 10 minutes so their body can reach thermodynamic stability. Once this time has passed, the
temperature sensors will be placed and an initial baseline temperature reading will be taken. The user will
then be asked to sit for 5 minutes in the prototype jacket, after which a temperature reading will be taken
and a perceived comfort reading will be taken. The user will then be asked to walk around the top story of
the KPU design building, down the 3 stories within the KPU building, then back up. When the user
reaches the top of the stairs, a temperature reading will be taken as well as a perceived comfort reading.
This process will take place with compressed baffles and lofted baffles - in random order. A data analysis
of the results will then be taken to see if there is a statistical difference in the temperature change and
perceived comfort of the user when the garment is in its two forms.
Recruitment for this user test will be completely voluntary and the user may opt out of the test at
any point. They will not be paid for their participation, though they may benefit from the knowledge that
they are assisting a student in conducting Capstone-based research. The participants must be male, aged
18-39, and a jacket size medium. If the individual is 18 years-old they must be confirmed to be a
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Kwantlen student for this study to remain minimal risk - if the 18-year-old individual is not a KPU
student they will not be allowed to participate. This range was chosen as the participant needs to be both
the primary user of the project and fit into the prototype comfortably. Participants must have no known
injuries or reasons why they are unable to safely complete the test methods. The number of participants
will be a minimum of 10, so long as the results of 10 participants are deemed statistically significant. If
statistical significance is reached before 10 participants, the testing can conclude – though a minimum of
10 participants is still preferable. The maximum number of participants will be determined by the time
available for testing. Participants must be active individuals, though no specific fitness benchmark is
needed to be met by the participants. Participants will be recruited by Riley Scott in person at The Wilson
School of Design, Mountain Equipment Co-op Vancouver, and within the Kwantlen Polytechnic
University, Richmond campus if needed.
The testing will require the inconvenience of approximately 30 minutes of the participant’s time.
Discomfort may occur when putting on or taking off the jacket garment, from the exertion of the testing
exercises, or from the heat buildup of wearing a down jacket inside. There is a remote possibility of
embarrassment from being observed while performing the test procedures, or frustration if the test
procedures are found to be difficult to complete. Risks of physical harm are no greater than those that
you would otherwise experience wearing a jacket and walking up and down stairs in regular day life.
However, participants should have no injuries or conditions that are likely to be aggravated by sitting,
walking, climbing stairs, or mild heat exposure. Furthermore, the testing garments may not be washed
between each use, most notably if testing occur one participant after another. The base layer t-shirt will be
replaced for each test. This test is classified as minimal risk as it is defined in the TCPS’s “Criteria for
Minimal Risk”.
User Testing and Proof of Concept
Testing was carried out in three separate sections. There were two components of the user test, as
explained above - one testing skin temperature differences when stationary and when under thermal load,
and another testing for the perceived thermal insulation value of the garment.
The user testing looking at skin temperature with the compressed or un-lofted baffle compared to
the lofted baffle - when the user is stationary - showed no significant differences between the means
(p=0.9). As such, when the user is not exerting themselves, it was shown to not make a statistically
difference if the user had the prototype’s baffles open or closed. This is shown in figure 22 below.
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Degrees C

Average Skin Temperature Comparison at Rest
36.000
35.500
35.000
34.500
34.000
33.500
33.000
32.500
32.000
31.500
31.000
30.500

33.977

33.931

Closed Baffle

Open Baffle

n = 13 p = 0.9

Figure 22
Conversely, the user testing looking at skin temperature with the compressed or un-lofted baffle
compared to the lofted baffle - when the user is active - showed a significant differences between the
means (p=0.01). The was found to be on average a 1.2°C difference in skin temperature between the
baffle states, this is shown in Figure 24 below.

Degrees C

Average Skin Temperature Comparison in Motion
35.200
35.000
34.800
34.600
34.400
34.200
34.000
33.800
33.600
33.400
33.200
Closed Baffle

Open Baffle

n = 13

p = 0.01

Figure 24
While the skin temperature user testing was being carried out, the user was also asked their perceived
temperature rating on a scale of 1 to 10: 1 being freezing cold and 10 being overheating hot. It was found
that user rated the lofted baffled garment on average 0.6 points warmer than non-lofted garment. This is
shown in Figure 23 below.
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Percieved Temperature Comparison
10.000
9.000

Rating (1 to 10)

8.000
7.000
6.000
5.000
4.000
3.000
2.000
1.000
Closed Baffle

Open Baffle

n = 13

p = 0.002

Figure 23
The third component was a thermal resistance test on a hot plate. There were two separate tests
carried out on two separate prototypes with two separate hot plates. An initial prototype (not the same
prototype that was tested for user testing) was tested with the use of a hotplate and 2 thermistors. Before
the test begun, the ambient room temperature was measured using a thermistor place over the edge of a
table in the middle of the room. The average temperature was taken over a period of 5 minutes with
measurements taken every 10 seconds in order to get an accurate reading without the interference of air
movement. The first thermistor was adhered to the outside of the inside lining of the baffle panel - for the
first test the baffle was in the compressed or non-lofted position. This thermistor was then subsequently
placed face down onto the hot plate. The second thermistor was then adhered to the outside self fabric of
the prototype with masking tape. The hotplate was then raised to 32°C to simulate average skin
temperature. A measurement was taken from the inside and outside of the baffles using the thermistors.
The temperature of the hot plate was then increased by 1°C. Every degree change, the temperature was
allowed to stop fluctuating and then a measurement was taken with both thermistors. This continued until
a temperature change was noticed which was parallel in temperature increases when comparing the
internal and external thermistors. This test was then repeated with the baffle in the lofted position. Using
the ambient room temperature and the measurements taken for the comparison test, it was concluded that
the R-value of the compressed (non-lofted) baffle was 1.23 and the R-value of the lofted baffle was 3.05.
With help from Mustang Survival in Burnaby BC, a sweating hot plate was used in a temperature
humidity chamber to test the R-value and CLO value of the final prototype garment (the garment tested
for User testing). A comparison was done between the baffles in a ‘closed’ or un-lofted position, and the
baffles in a ‘open’ or fully lofted position. The test results on the final prototype were not as significant as
the initial prototype as shown below in figure 21. Though there was an increase in thermal resistance,
though the variation was very small: from 1.18 CLO to 1.33 CLO. This only accounts for a 12% increase
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in thermal resistance and is much smaller than the initial test results that were found with the previous
prototype.

Door opened and
baffle halfway lofted

Door opened and
baffle fully lofted

Figure 21
There are 2 main reasons why I believe this has happened: material choice and baffle size. The initial
prototype was using the same lining and self material to construct the baffles and both of these materials
were a tightly woven Nylon with a durable water repellency coating. This material is not very breathable
and will hold air within the baffles it creates easily. The final prototype used a very breathable, less
tightly woven nylon in an effort to increase the breathability of the garment. I believe this was to the
detriment of the garment and baffle system as the thermal resistance and overall function of the baffle
system was significantly reduced. Airflow within the baffle and through the baffle material was too high
and caused high levels of convection within the baffle system. Furthermore, since there is mechanical
venting in the garment, the need for a highly breathable material is less needed due to the ability to
manage moisture and excess heat through those physical vents. I believe the size of the baffles was also a
contributing factor to the decrease in thermal resistance. The baffle size in the initial prototype was a full
centimeter smaller than the final prototype. This excess baffle size increases the convection within the
baffles and could allow the warm air that would be held inside, insulating the garment to move and
disperse. This would cause any thermal resistance to be lost due to the convection within the baffles. An
investigation into baffle material, baffle size, and the relationship between those items in reference to the
thermal resistance of the garment may amend the differences between the tests above. I do believe that
even though the final prototype’s test results were not as significant as I had hoped, the extremely
successful test on the initial prototype baffle system proves the concept’s validity. There is however
further research that needs to be done before the product is ready for market.
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Summary & Next Steps
The design objective for this project was to develop a technical midlayer capable of varying its
insulation value, tailored to the thermal needs of the user The goal of this garment was to create an
“invisible layer” that enables the user to alter the R-value of their upper body layering system without
adding or removing any layers. This design objective would be successfully met if the user is able to
thermoregulate effectively at different exertion levels without removing any layers.
To achieve this goal, an innovative baffle system was developed which allows the user to increase
or decrease the loft of 2 front baffle panels which regulate the thermal value of the jacket’s core by an RValue of up to 1.82. Moreover, the use of adaptable physical ventilation armpit zippers were used to
improve moisture management and convective cooling within the garment. Specific self fabrics were
strategically placed in high wear areas to increase durability in locations where there was increased
interaction with other elements like a backpack, gloves, and helmet. The developed technical insulating
jacket allows the user to better regulate their body’s temperature and moisture levels, maintaining
excellent mobility in a lightweight and easy to use midlayer.
There were clear successes in the development of this project, as the initial design objective has
been met. However, there are several next steps that should be investigated in an effort to create a
versatile market ready final prototype. The first area of further development would be a second iteration
of the final baffle system. The current baffle system, though functional, does not ergonomically wrap the
body. This is due to the design and rigidity of the baffle system’s support mesh. This mesh was designed
and shaped in large rectangle strips which cannot bend lengthwise when they are engaged on their sides.
A simple design change creating a series of triangle structures in a row to create the baffle support instead
of the solid rectangle currently being used would allow the baffle to ergonomically wrap the user, creating
a more comfortable, better fitting garment while retaining its insulating values. Another logical next step
would include investigation into a women’s specific fit and how the baffle system would interact with
different body shapes.
There should also be research done on what the ideal thickness of baffle would be as there will be
an optimal thickness in which heat loss though convection is significantly reduced yet the baffles retain
their thermal resistance due to its thickness. There also need to be further testing done on baffle material
to find the balance between breathability and thermal resistance. Along the same line, it would be helpful
to run tests on how wind and external pressure would compress the baffles and if there is an optimal
rigidity for the baffle mesh which would reduce any chimney and bellows effects.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Tech Pack and Face Card
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Appendix B: Costing

Please advise: all items are in Unites States Dollars ($USD)
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